Abstract
Based on existing sources, I compile parameters for the RF systems for a neutrino factory which accelerates to 10 GeV. The front end consists of three subsystems: buncher, phase rotation, and cooling. The buncher creates a train of bunches, each having a different average energy. The phase rotation makes the energies of the bunch trains the same. The cooling then reduces the transverse emittance of the bunches. The buncher begins with a low gradient and an RF frequency higher than the desired period of the bunch train. As one goes down the beamline, the RF frequency decreases and the gradient increases. The RF parameters for the buncher are given in Table 1 . Once in the phase rotation, the RF frequency continues to decrease down the beamline from its final value in the buncher down to the desired frequency for the bunch train. The RF gradient stays at a constant high value in the phase rotation. The RF parameters for the phase rotation are given in Table 2 Table 3 .
Acceleration
The acceleration systems consist of a linac, an RLA, and an FFAG. For the purposes of this paper, the linac will accelerate to 1.2 GeV, the RLA will accelerate to 5 GeV in 4.5 turns, and the FFAG will accelerate to 10 GeV in about 6.5 turns.
There are two types of superconducting cavities described in [2] which we will consider, the parameters for which are given in Table 4 .
The linac design has been modified from [1] to consist entirely of cells with either one single-cell 460 mm aperture cavity or one double-cell 460 mm aperture cavity [3] . We take the design in [3] and add cells with on-crest acceleration to the end to accelerate the beam to 1.2 GeV total energy. The resulting linac has 24 single-cell 460 mm aperture cavities and 32 double-cell 460 mm aperture cavities.
For the first RLA, I scale up the amount of linac required from the design in [3], but using two-cell 460 mm aperture cavities. Conservatively, I believe 42 such cavities will be required.
For the FFAG, a preliminary design has 38 two-cell 300 mm aperture cavities.
The cavities used in the acceleration are summarized in Table 5 .
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